The Fund defines an innovation as the development or scaling of a new way for local government to solve a problem or take advantage of an opportunity in urban sustainability.

Since 2009, the Innovation Fund made 43 competitive awards to USDN member communities, totaling $1,929,406. It invested in 13 projects commissioned to dive into USDN focus areas in partnership with USDN member communities, totaling $597,445. It provided technical assistance to invited proposing communities in the 2014 General RFP process, totaling $24,000.

In 2014, the Fund increased its resources and supported 17 innovation projects, making a total investment of $847,730. Seventy-three different USDN member communities have participated in one or more projects - helping an innovation develop or spreading an innovation in their community.

USDN members who serve on the Innovation Fund Steering Committee develop the annual innovation strategy, draft RFPs for innovation grants, and select the recipients of the Innovation Fund grants.
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